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Paper 3 markbands:  The following bands provide a précis of the full markbands for paper 3 published in 

the History guide (2008) on pages 77–81.  They are intended to assist marking but must be used in 

conjunction with the full markbands found in the guide.  

 

0:  Answers not meeting the requirements of descriptors should be awarded no marks.   

1–2:  Answers do not meet the demands of the question and show little or no evidence 

of appropriate structure.  There is little more than unsupported generalization. 

3–4:  There is little understanding of the question.  Historical knowledge is present but 

the detail is insufficient.  Historical context or processes are barely understood 

and there are little more than poorly substantiated assertions. 

5–6:  Answers indicate some understanding of the question but historical knowledge is 

limited in quality and quantity.  Understanding of historical processes may be 

present but underdeveloped.  The question is only partially addressed. 

7–8:  The demands of the question are generally understood.  Relevant, in-depth, 

historical knowledge is present but is unevenly applied.  Knowledge is narrative 

or descriptive in nature.  There may be limited argument that requires further 

substantiation.  Critical commentary may be present.  An attempt to place events 

in historical context and show an understanding of historical processes.  An 

attempt at a structured approach, either chronological or thematic has been made.   

12–14:  Answers are clearly focused on the demands of the question.  Relevant in-depth 

knowledge is applied as evidence, and analysis or critical commentary are used to 

indicate some in-depth understanding but is not consistent throughout.  Events are 

placed in context and there is sound understanding of historical processes and 

comparison and contrast.  Evaluation of different approaches may be used to 

substantiate arguments presented.  Synthesis is present but not always consistently 

integrated.  Focus on AO3 and AO4. 

15–17: Answers are clearly structured and focused, have full awareness of the demands 

of the question, and if appropriate may challenge it.  Accurate and detailed 

historical knowledge is used convincingly to support critical commentary.  

Historical processes such as comparison and contrast, placing events in context 

and evaluating different interpretations are used appropriately and effectively.  

Answers are well structured and balanced and synthesis is well developed and 

supported with knowledge and critical commentary.  

18–20:  Answers are clearly focused with a high degree of the awareness of the question 

and may challenge it successfully.   Knowledge is extensive, accurately applied 

and there may be a high level of conceptual ability.  Evaluation of different 

approaches may be present as may be understanding of historical processes as 

well as comparison and contrast where relevant.  Evaluation is integrated into the 

answer.  The answer is well structured and well-focused.  Synthesis is highly 

developed. 
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1. Analyse the reasons why the thirteen American colonies were able to win their independence 

from the British. 

  

Some of the reasons that might be discussed are: 

 The Americans were fighting on their own soil, for their own homes, and for freedom.   

The British forces, consisting of British soldiers and Hessian mercenaries, were far from home 

and in enemy territory. 

 The Americans were superior wilderness fighters. 

 The role of leadership was very significant, i.e. George Washington.  The British forces, 

although superior in numbers and equipment, were led by generals who were often 

overconfident, i.e. General William Howe. 

 The Americans were aided by notable foreign volunteers: i.e. the Marquis de Lafayette and  

Baron de Kalb. 

 As the revolution progressed, other nations entered the struggle against Britain: i.e. France, Spain 

and Holland. 

 Public opinion in Britain was divided over the war against the colonists.  Such attitude in Britain 

did not encourage wholehearted prosecution of the war. 
 

[0 to 8 marks] there is little relevant knowledge of the reasons why the thirteen American colonies 

were able to win their independence from the British. 

 

[9 to 11 marks] there is satisfactory knowledge of the reasons why the thirteen American colonies 

were able to win their independence from the British.  Analysis is not fully developed. 

 

[12 to 17 marks] there is a balanced analysis of reasons why the thirteen American colonies were 

able to win their independence from the British.  Critical assessment is applied consistently. 

 

[18 to 20 marks] answer is well structured and clearly expressed, balanced, and provides a well 

sustained argument.  Synthesis is highly developed with knowledge of the reasons why the thirteen 

American colonies were able to win their independence from the British.  Critical commentary fully 

and effectively integrated. 
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2. Compare and contrast the role of leadership in the independence movements of two 

Latin American countries. 

 

This question gives candidates the opportunity of writing about two leaders of their choice.   

It is expected that candidates would explore leadership skills, military tactics and strategies, nature 

and form that the leaders expected the governments should take; their abilities and shortcomings.   

The core of the answers, however, would be to explore how all the above mentioned abilities shaped 

the movements and their outcomes.  The choices are many, but probably Bolivar, San Martin, 

Don Pedro, Father Hidalgo, O’Higgins or Toussaint Louverture would be popular choices to 

compare and contrast.  

 

[0 to 8 marks] at the lower end there is little knowledge of the two selected leaders and no attempt 

has been made to compare them; only one of them might be mentioned.  At the top end there could 

be sequential accounts of both, or an attempt at comparative structure. 

 

[9 to 11 marks] at this level there is satisfactory knowledge of the role of leadership of the two 

selected countries that is applied and interpreted correctly to compare and contrast their role.  

Analysis is not fully developed. 

 

[12 to 17 marks] for this band a critical assessment of both leaders’ role in the movement of 

independence has been applied and demonstrated in a structured comparative framework. 

 

[18 to 20 marks] an extra dimension such as pointing out different interpretations of the leaders’ 

role is present. 

 

N.B.  If only one country is discussed mark out of [7 marks]. 
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3. Discuss the impact of the War of 1812 on British North America. 

 

Candidates should indicate that this was a very important event for British North America; with 

Britain involved in a European conflict their military contribution was more limited.  British North 

America was outnumbered in population 10 to 1 and most of the conflict occurred on her soil.  

The Maritimes were kept secure by British sea power and the fact that New England was not as 

supportive of the war due to the war’s negative influence on trade.  The major involvement in the 

conflict by the Maritimes was privateering against US ships.  Attempts at taking Montreal by the 

US were unsuccessful and their major effort was against Upper Canada.  

 

 United States action against British North America made them seem more like invaders than 

liberators.  By the end of the war most inhabitants, even those who had not been supporters of 

the British were emphatically loyal due to numerous invasions and the defence of their territory. 

 The Treaty of Ghent (1814) simply stopped the war, restored pre-war boundaries and said little 

about problems causing the conflict. 

 Right of search ended with the Napoleonic Wars. 

 Indian problems declined as US settlement filled in the Northwest Territory. 

 American “war hawks” concluded that BNA would not be easy to bring into the Union and 

turned their attention to the south to expand. 

 Agreements in the late 1810s between Britain and the United States defined the border and 

relationship between BNA and the US.  These include the Rush-Bagot Agreement of 1817 and 

the Convention of 1818. 

 Growth of the colony had continued. 

 A trade increase occurred and continued in the Maritimes with increased prosperity for the fur 

trade along the St Lawrence. 

 Pride in their successful defence against invasion plants the roots of Canadian nationalism. 

 British and French Canadians had contributed fully in the defence which began to foster unity 

in BNA. 

 

[0 to 8 marks] there is little knowledge of the impact of the War of 1812 on British North America. 

 

[9 to 11 marks] there is satisfactory knowledge of the impact of the War of 1812 on British North 

America, which is applied and interpreted correctly.  Approach might be descriptive and/or narrative. 

 

[12 to 17 marks] a critical analysis of impact of the War of 1812 on British North America has been 

applied and demonstrated in a well structured essay. 

 

[18 to 20 marks] for answers which might reveal a high level of conceptual ability. 
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4. In what ways, and for what reasons, did caudillos consolidate themselves in the nineteenth 

century in two countries of the region? 

 

Although the question does not demand a definition of “caudillo”, candidates must demonstrate an 

understanding of the term, particularly in relation to the conditions in which a specific caudillo 

emerged as well as the methods used to consolidate power.  Answers should be supported by 

examples drawn from one caudillo in the region.  Some candidates might argue that Bolivar was the 

first caudillo and this is acceptable.  A similar suggestion is applied to Porfirio Díaz in Mexico 

although the answer should be based on the existing conditions and methods used in the nineteenth 

century.  Valid examples include Santa Anna; Juárez; Rosas among others.  Twentieth century 

leaders, such as Vargas, Castro or Perón, are not to be accepted as valid examples. 

 

Ways: Caudillos coexisted alongside governmental institutions, manipulating them but without 

completely controlling them.  Multi-class alliances linking the rural population with national 

political ideologies and events; the use of local militia; the granting of favours/land to different 

sectors; acts of pillage and looting to obtain resources were also methods used by some caudillos. 

 

Reasons: Difficulties in imposing a centralized power to rule at a national level which led to 

political instability after the wars of independence; a tradition of autonomy in the regions which 

favoured competition among regional leaders as well as their ideological divergence; the absence of 

a social class to be the consolidating factor of the construction of a national state; problems of 

communication as a consequence of geographical factors as well as of the slow integration of 

internal markets; absence of a military force at a national level – all these impeded the formation of 

a ruling class capable of replacing the king’s legitimacy with a constitution and favoured the 

emergence of caudillos. 

 

 [0 to 8 marks] the lower end of this shows a lack of knowledge about what caudillo entails, or the 

reasons and ways in which it was consolidated.  The top end of this mark describes or narrates what 

caudillo is about and indicates an understanding and knowledge of the reasons and ways in which it 

is consolidated. 

 

[9 to 11 marks] at this level understanding of the reasons for the caudillo’s consolidation (such as 

lack of central power) and of the ways (such as class alliances) are evident. 

 

[12 to 17 marks] for this band a clear understanding and knowledge about caudillo is presented in a 

credible way and the arguments are supported with relevant evidence. 

 

[18 to 20 marks] for an extra dimension such as an evaluation of different interpretations about the 

topic or a critical commentary which is fully integrated within the essay. 

 

N.B.  If only one country is addressed mark out of [12 marks]. 
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5. In what ways, and with what effects, did westward expansion intensify sectionalism in the 

United States between 1845 and 1860? 

 

Candidates should address the basic sectional issues that are connected with westward expansion, 

examples could include the expansion of slavery, the inexpensive sale of public land (leading to a 

division of the population and political power), internal improvements at federal expense, protective 

tariffs and the conflict they cause between agricultural and industrial sections of the country, etc.   

 

Examples of the issues that could be developed showing ways with effects include the 

Mexican Cession lands and the resulting Wilmot Proviso and Compromise of 1850, the            

Kansas-Nebraska Act, Brown’s raid on Harpers Ferry and the development of popular sovereignty.  

The best candidates will connect the sectional issues with the ways and through the use of specific 

events or issues they will demonstrate the effects. 

 

[0 to 8 marks] there is little knowledge of the impact of westward expansion on sectionalism in the 

United States between 1845 and 1860. 

 

[9 to 11 marks] there is satisfactory knowledge of the impact of westward expansion on 

sectionalism in the United States.  The balance between the “ways” and “effects” is limited but 

is implicit. 

 

[12 to 17 marks] there is a critical analysis of how westward expansion intensified sectionalism in 

the United States.  Balanced and explicit application of the “ways” and “effects” is achieved. 

 

[18 to 20 marks] for an extra dimension such as an awareness of different interpretations of the 

impact of westward expansion on sectionalism in the United States or answers might reveal a high 

level of conceptual ability. 
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6. Evaluate the economic, social and political successes and failures of the Reconstruction. 

 

Successes: 

 radical republicans passed the Thirteenth, Fourteenth and Fifteenth Amendments  

 African-Americans gained some political power for the first time 

 Congress passed laws to help improve the lives of former slaves. 

 

Failures:  

 Reconstruction did not end racial aggressions  

 it did not prevent racists whites from taking away blacks’ voting rights and civil rights 

 it failed to revive or even significantly transform the southern economy. 

 

[0 to 8 marks] there is little relevant knowledge of the economic, social and political successes and 

failures of the Reconstruction. 

 

[9 to 11 marks] there is satisfactory knowledge of the economic, social and political successes and 

failures of the Reconstruction.  Assessment is not fully developed, answer is not balanced. 

 

[12 to 17 marks] there is a critical assessment and analysis of the economic, social and political 

successes and failures of the Reconstruction. 

 

[18 to 20 marks] for an extra dimension such as discussion of different interpretations of the 

significance of the economic, social and political successes and failures of the Reconstruction. 
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7. For what reasons, and with what results, did railroads develop in one country of the region 

between 1860 and 1929?  Support your answers with examples. 

 

Candidates are asked to analyse the factors contributing to the development of the railroads as well 

as to assess their impact using examples from one American country.  It is important that they 

demonstrate knowledge of specific regional cases. 

 

Reasons: as a consequence of the growth of export economies which demanded a transportation 

system that was fast and could carry large quantities; to complement steam navigation  

(Río Magdalena in Colombia; Buenos Aires – Rosario in Argentina); to connect producing regions 

to ports (São Paulo line in Brazil); to connect relatively important economic areas (Lima and 

Callao; Petropolis and Rio); the role played by foreign companies looking for investment 

opportunities and greater integration of the local economies.  

 

Results: the railroad lines were not designed following the population pattern of a country or region 

but rather responded to economic interests.  As a result, some regions developed more than others 

as a consequence of the presence of the railroads (Buenos Aires, Santa Fe, Entre Ríos in detriment 

of Catamarca in Argentina); made the transportation of workers during harvest times easier; 

emergence of new towns around the stations; expansion of arable areas (the coffee frontier in 

São Paulo); social and cultural impact (newspapers, books; news). 

 

[0 to 8 marks] there is little relevant knowledge of reasons and results of railroad development 

between 1860 and 1929. 

 

[9 to 11 marks] there is satisfactory knowledge of the reasons and results of railroad development.  

Assessment is not fully developed and/or there is no balance between the reasons and results. 

 

[12 to 17 marks] there is a critical assessment of the reasons and results of railroad developments in 

one country of the region.  Specific examples are applied to well constructed arguments. 

 

[18 to 20 marks] for an extra dimension such as discussion of different interpretations of the 

reasons and results of railroad developments in the selected country. 
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8. Examine the impact of Marcus Garvey on the development of African-American society. 

 

Candidates might begin by identifying Garvey’s background and his geographical area of influence 

in the United States.  They should then examine his ideas and the organizations that he founded and 

his impact.  The answer should be focused on Garvey alone although his relationship with 

Booker T Washington and Du Bois might be used to illustrate similarities and/or differences with them.  

 

Marcus Garvey (1887–1940) was a Jamaican political thinker and activist.  He formed the 

Universal Negro Improvement Association (UNIA) in 1914 and moved to the United States  

in 1916, where he established branches in New York and other northern cities.  He was an early 

advocator of black nationalism and led a “back to Africa” movement for black Americans to 

establish a black-governed country in Africa.  Garvey created a mass following and laid the 

foundations for the black nationalism of 1960s, which would be associated with the nation of Islam 

and the Black Panthers.  The cult of Rastafarianism is based largely on his ideas. 

 

[0 to 8 marks] there is little relevant knowledge of the impact of Marcus Garvey on the 

development of African-American society. 

 

[9 to 11 marks] there is satisfactory knowledge of the impact of Marcus Garvey on the development 

of African-American society. 

 

[12 to 17 marks] there is a critical assessment and analysis of the impact Marcus Garvey on the 

development of African-American society.  Answer is supported by well chosen and relevant 

examples. 

 

[18 to 20 marks] for an extra dimension such as an evaluation of different interpretations of the 

impact of Garvey on the development of African-American society or a critical commentary which 

is fully integrated within the essay. 

 

 

9. Why did the United States go to war with Spain in 1898? 

 

The main areas to cover are: the historical context of the Spanish-American War; United States’ 

interests in the Caribbean area, and Cuba in particular.  The growing “jingoism” of the times;  

the influence of Cuban nationalists in the US; the impact of the yellow press; the De Lome’s letter; 

and the sinking of the Maine; McKinley’s war message and the Teller Amendment. 

 

[0 to 8 marks] there is little knowledge of why the United States went to war with Spain in 1898. 

 

[9 to 11 marks] there is satisfactory knowledge of why the United States went to war with Spain  

in 1898.  Assessment is present but not fully developed. 

 

[12 to 17 marks] for focused, analytical answers about the reasons why the United States went to 

war with Spain in 1898. 

 

[18 to 20 marks] for an extra dimension such as an evaluation of different interpretations of the 

reasons why the United States went to war with Spain or a critical commentary which is fully 

integrated within the essay. 
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10. Examine the impact of the First World War on Canadian politics. 

 

Candidates may address the initial political unity as Canada enters the war but will most likely 

address the split between English and French Canadians over the issue of conscription.  This takes 

place during the conflict and its impact should be extended to the post-war era.  In 1920 Robert 

Borden retired and he was replaced by one of his lieutenants, Arthur Meighen, as prime minister.  

Meighen had imperialist leanings and was a strong conscriptionist during the conscription crisis 

which left him with many opponents in French Canada.  This led to Meighen and the Conservatives 

losing in the first post-war election in 1921.  Mackenzie King became the new Liberal leader and 

prime minister. 

 

Conditions occurring during the First World War led to decisions and conditions that in the  

post-war era set the stage for the development of new political parties: 

 High prices for wheat during the war, due to wartime demand, dropped sharply after the war but 

farmers still had debts to be paid which were at a high interest rate.  Western farmers felt that 

they were at the mercy of eastern business and these grievances grew, leading to the 

development of political parties founded to oppose eastern influence.  They were joined by 

eastern farmers in this effort. 

 The close of the First World War led to a growing demand for new goals in politics with an 

upsurge of democratic feeling after participating in the “war to make the world safe for 

democracy”. 

 Desire for broad government policies that would improve the welfare of the people. 

 The growth of industry during the First World War led to a growth in union membership.  

Unemployment rose as the nation shifted from a war to peace time economy, working class 

discontent also grew with the removal of price controls and an increase in living expenses.  The 

development of One Big Union, and the Winnipeg Strike in 1919 are examples of this which led 

to the election of Labor members to provincial legislatures and a more prominent role in politics. 

 

[0 to 8 marks] there is little relevant knowledge of the political impact of the First World War on 

post-war Canada. 

 

[9 to 11 marks] there is satisfactory knowledge of the political impact of the First World War on 

post-war Canada though discussion is not fully developed. 

 

[12 to 17 marks] there is a critical assessment and analysis of the political impact of the First World 

War on post-war Canada. 

 

[18 to 20 marks] for an extra dimension such as discussion of different interpretations of political 

impact of the First World War on post-war Canada or for answers which might reveal a high level 

of conceptual ability. 
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11. Compare and contrast the participation and importance of Emiliano Zapata and 

Francisco “Pancho” Villa in the course of the Mexican Revolution between 1910 and 1919. 

 

They were both regional leaders, but neither could form a revolutionary movement of a  

national level.  Zapata was of native descent and occupied a social position between the peon and 

the ranchero, while Villa was the son of a labourer who he became a bandit in his youth – this led 

to differences in ideas and methods.  Zapata seized land by force, supported by natives recruited 

from plantations and villages and formulated the Ayala Plan; whereas it is claimed that Villa was 

more of an opportunist.  They both initially supported Madero against Porfirio Diaz.  After the 

overthrow of Madero, Zapata in the south, and Villa in the north, led the fight against Huerta.  

When Carranza seized the executive power, Zapata and Villa both opposed him.  Their forces 

occupied Mexico City in 1914.  Both leaders were assassinated. 

 

[0 to 8 marks] there is little relevant knowledge of the participation and importance of Zapata and 

“Pancho” Villa in the course of the Mexican Revolution.   

 

[9 to 11 marks] there is a satisfactory knowledge of both Zapata and Villa which is applied and 

interpreted correctly to compare and contrast their participation and importance in the 

Mexican Revolution.  Analysis and comparative structure are not fully developed. 

 

[12 to 17 marks] there is a critical assessment of both Zapata and Villa’s importance and 

participation which has been applied and demonstrated in a structured comparative framework. 

 

[18 to 20 marks] for an extra dimension such as evaluation of different interpretations of the 

participation and importance of Zapata and “Pancho” Villa in the course of the Mexican Revolution 

or a critical commentary which is fully integrated within the essay. 

 

N.B.  If only one leader is discussed mark out of [7 marks]. 
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12. Explain the impact of the Mexican Revolution on the arts. 

 

Candidates are required to explain the themes, techniques and imagery of revolutionary Mexican art 

and assess the contributions of the revolution to its transformation.  It is expected that candidates 

make references to specific artists and/or works to illustrate main ideas, emphasizing how these 

reflected the values and ideas of the Mexican Revolution.  

 

It is no surprise that the revolution in the arts began at the end of the Mexican Revolution’s most 

violent period, in 1921.  José Vasconcelos, a philosopher who had been friends with Villa and 

Zapata, was appointed Minister of Education by President Obregon.  Vasconcelos subsidized the 

arts in many forms, leading to the emergence of many innovations as well as the rescue of 

traditional themes and imagery. 

 

Nationalism as a value of the Mexican Revolution was present in the revolutionary art by a shift to 

more native and Indian themes influenced by Mayan and Aztec art.  Frida Kahlo’s use of many 

native Mexican elements shows an influence rooted in the tradition of Mexican religious 

folk culture. 

 

On the other hand, art gained social meaning and function under muralists such as Siqueiros, 

Orozco and Rivera.  As artists were inspired by the revolution, they rejected Mexican realism – 

which they saw as a reflection of positivism under Diaz – and any other form of art which they felt 

to be ultra-intellectual.  In an attempt to make art “public property” they changed the canvas for 

murals painted on the walls of Mexico’s buildings.  Colour was widely used and most themes 

reflected human activity.  Rather than portraying important people, they chose to paint the everyday 

lives of their contemporaries.  Their art was nationalist, anti-colonial and, especially in the case of 

Rivera, explicitly Marxist.  The founding of the Syndicate of Painters and Sculptors can also 

be examined.  

 

[0 to 8 marks] there is little relevant knowledge of the impact of the Mexican Revolution on the arts. 

 

[9 to 11 marks] there is a satisfactory knowledge of the impact of the Mexican Revolution on  

the arts, which is applied and interpreted correctly. 

 

[12 to 17 marks] there is a critical assessment of the impact of the Mexican Revolution on the arts.  

Analysis is detailed and applied to a well structured essay. 

 

[18 to 20 marks] for an extra dimension such as critical commentary which is fully integrated within 

the essay, or a high level of conceptual ability. 
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13. Discuss Hoover’s response to the Great Depression. 

 

 Initially downplayed the Wall Street Crash and subsequent Great Depression as part of “a natural 

economic cycle, the terrible effects of which would simply have to be borne until better 

times arrived”.   

 Believed that the federal government shouldn’t intervene with the economy (laissez-faire). 

 To ease the suffering faced by many Americans he sponsored the “voluntarism approach”: 

 business leaders pledged to maintain wages and employment 

 called on municipal and state governments to create public works projects 

 established the Emergency Committee for Employment to coordinate voluntary relief 

agencies  

 persuaded the nation’s largest bankers to establish the National Credit Corporation to 

lend money to smaller banks and business  

 cut taxes at home. 

 By 1932 changed tactics and used more decisive intervention measures and approved Congress’ 

Reconstruction Finance Corporation to provide loans to large economic organizations such as 

railroads and insurance companies. 

 Signed the Glass-Steagall Act and authorized legislation to provide federal money to state and 

local governments for public works programs. 

 

[0 to 8 marks] at the lower end there is little knowledge of Hoover’s response to the 

Great Depression.  At the top end there could be a descriptive or narrative account with some 

implicit assessment. 

 

[9 to 11 marks] for satisfactory knowledge of Hoover’s response to the Great Depression.  There is 

a more explicit assessment of the response. 

 

[12 to 17 marks] for this band a good and solid knowledge of Hoover’s response is present and a 

critical assessment of his response to the Great Depression is demonstrated within a structured essay 

 

[18 to 20 marks] for an extra dimension such as a balanced and pertinent evaluation of different 

interpretations of Hoover’s response. 
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14. Analyse the impact of the Great Depression on one country of the region. 
 

Specific examples will vary depending on the country chosen. 

 

Impacts assessed could include some of the following: 

 the effects of unemployment such as poverty, hunger and population migration 

 impact on the family 

 decline in educational opportunities, changing attitudes such as a loss of trust in government or 

confidence in banks 

 political consequences including repression of political movements and organized labour. 

 

[0 to 8 marks] there is little relevant knowledge of the impact of the Great Depression on one 

country of the region. 

 

[9 to 11 marks] there is a satisfactory knowledge of the impact of the Great Depression on the 

selected country.  Assessment is present but not fully developed. 

 

[12 to 17 marks] there is a critical assessment of the impact of the Great Depression on the selected 

country.  Analysis is detailed and applied to a well structured essay. 

 

[18 to 20 marks] for an extra dimension such as critical commentary which is fully integrated within 

the essay, or evidence of different interpretations of the impact of the Great Depression on the 

selected country. 

 

 

15. Examine the military contributions of two countries of the region to the Second World War. 

 

This question demands an analysis of the military methods; manpower; strategies; equipment; use, 

analysis and exploitation of military intelligence; food supplies for the troops, etc. of the two 

selected countries.  

 

[0 to 8 marks] there is little relevant knowledge of the military contributions of two countries of the 

region during the Second World War. 

 

[9 to 11 marks] there is a satisfactory knowledge of the military contributions of two countries  

of the region during the Second World War.  Assessment is present but not fully developed.   

Answer is not well balanced. 

 

[12 to 17 marks] there is a critical assessment of the military contributions of two countries of the 

region during the Second World War.  Answer is well balanced and analysis is detailed and applied 

to a well structured essay. 

 

[18 to 20 marks] for an extra dimension such as critical commentary which is fully integrated within 

the essay, or evidence of different interpretations. 

 

N.B.  If only one country is selected mark out of [12 marks]. 
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16. Compare and contrast the treatment of Japanese Americans and Japanese Canadians by 

their respective nations during the Second World War. 

 

Areas for comparison that candidates may use include legal restrictions or internment policies,  

the differentiation between individuals of Japanese ancestry and those of German and Italian 

ancestry, the use of citizens of Japanese ancestry as soldiers and actions of compensation by  

the government.  Both similarities and differences must be included for the candidate to achieve the 

higher mark levels.  Legal action or court decisions may be included to show opposition to 

government policy. 
 

[0 to 8 marks] there is little relevant knowledge of the treatment of Japanese Americans and 

Japanese Canadians by their respective nations. 
 

[9 to 11 marks] there is a satisfactory knowledge of the treatment of Japanese Americans  

and Japanese Canadians by their respective nations and it is applied and interpreted correctly.   

Analysis and comparative structure are not fully developed. 
 

[12 to 17 marks] there is a critical assessment of the treatment of Japanese Americans and Japanese 

Canadians by their respective nations which has been applied and demonstrated in a structured 

comparative framework. 
 

[18 to 20 marks] for an extra dimension such as an evaluation of different interpretations of the 

treatment of Japanese Americans and Japanese Canadians by their respective nations or critical 

commentary which is fully integrated within the essay. 
 

N.B.  If only one group is addressed mark out of [7 marks]. 
 

 

17. Evaluate the successes and failures of Lyndon B Johnson’s Great Society. 
 

Candidates might begin by identifying Johnson’s (1963–1968) aims and ideals about United States’ 

society.  They could explain and take into account the circumstances in which he came to power. 
 

The list of Johnson’s legislative reforms in 1965 and 1966 is long and included new programs  

that would affect US society to the end of the century, some of issues to be considered are:  

Medicare, Medicaid, Elementary and Secondary Education Act, a new immigration act, National 

Foundation on the Arts and Humanities, VISTA, Head Start, and Community Action programs.  

Johnson’s Great Society has been criticized for its unrealistic promises to eradicate poverty and for 

creating a centralized welfare state that was inefficient and very costly.  On the other hand, defenders of 

his domestic policies point out that it gave assistance vitally needed by millions of Americans who had 

previously been forgotten – the poor, the elderly and the disabled.  It is the task of the candidate to 

assess it.  
  

[0 to 8 marks] there is little knowledge of Johnson’s Great Society. 
 

[9 to 11 marks] there is satisfactory knowledge of Johnson’s Great Society.  There is some implicit 

assessment of the successes and failures of the Great Society. 
 

[12 to 17 marks] there is a critical assessment of Johnson’s Great Society which is applied in a 

balanced manner. 
 

[18 to 20 marks] for an extra dimension such as evaluation of different interpretations of the 

successes and failures of Johnson’s Great Society. 
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18. Analyse the long-term and short-term causes of the Cuban Revolution (1959). 

 

Candidates are asked to explain why the Revolution triumphed in 1959 by discussing the influence 

of long-term and short-term causes.  They are expected to differentiate between long-term and 

short-term causes, but allow latitude in deciding where the boundary lies between the two.  

Candidates should stop in 1959, but need to assess all causes identified in order to score well.  It is 

important that candidates establish a link between each cause and their contribution to the 

atmosphere in which the revolution triumphed.  Better candidates will additionally provide an 

assessment of the relative importance of some of the causes discussed.   

 

Long-term causes:  

Socio-economic grievances such as the effects of the economic crisis of the 1950s and of the sugar 

price fluctuation; the effects of the reciprocity treaty (1934) which impeded local industrial 

development; impact of foreign capital on the national economy and on society; unemployment  

and underemployment; uneven social and economic development; poverty; little opportunity to  

access land.  Politically, Fidel Castro’s earlier contributions from Moncada onwards.  For details of 

political causes, candidates will focus on the many weaknesses of the Batista regime but are not 

required to go farther back. 

 

Short-term causes:  

The success of rebel operations as from 1957; the growth of Civic Resistance Movements and their 

use of sabotage and terror in the cities, popular opposition to Batista and his use of force; the effects 

of US’s arms embargo on Batista’s government; the lack of support of the Armed Forces,  

foreign and domestic economic elites to the regime; fraud in the 1958 elections; the decisive 

assistance local populations gave to the rebel forces; the role of Fidel Castro and other leaders after 

their return in 1956. 

 

[0 to 8 marks] there is little relevant knowledge of the long-term and short-term causes of the 

Cuban Revolution. 

 

[9 to 11 marks] there is a satisfactory knowledge of the long-term and short-term causes of the 

Cuban Revolution.  Analysis is not fully developed, and answer is not well balanced. 

 

[12 to 17 marks] there is a well balanced analysis and a critical assessment of the long-term and  

short-term causes of the Cuban Revolution which has been applied and demonstrated in a 

structured essay. 

 

[18 to 20 marks] for an extra dimension such as evaluation of different interpretations of the  

long-term and short-term causes of the Cuban Revolution or a critical commentary which is fully 

integrated within the essay. 
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19. In what ways, and for what reasons, did President Truman (1945–1953) apply the policy of 

containment in the region? 

 

In what ways: 
Alliances: the Rio Pact signed Rio de Janeiro 1947: 

 The pact was an achievement in regional security (including Argentina) that confirmed the  

Act of Chapultepec (without Argentina in 1945) that had multilateralized the 

Monroe Doctrine.  An attack on one was an attack on all, and with a 2/3 vote, all would join 

the defence (but each nation must consent to the use of its armed forces). 

 The pact created a security zone around the hemisphere, continuing the “safety belt” idea of 

the 1940 Panama Pact.  

 The pact reaffirmed the principle of non-intervention “for any reason whatever” against  

each other. 

 It was the most significant inter-American agreement to date.  It was also the first regional 

defence pact, as envisioned by Article 51 of the United Nations Charter.  As such, it served as 

both a model and a precedent for the multi-power North Atlantic Treaty of 1949. 

 The Bogotá Charter of 1948 at the 9th International Conference of American States created 

the Organization of American States, fulfilling the second goal of Chapultepec.  

 

Interventions: In 1946 the United States interfered in the internal political affairs of three countries: 

 Argentina: against Perón but this intervention ensured his election 

 Chile: forced the government to oust the Communist members of its coalition government 

 Bolivia: helped to undermine a revolutionary government that was accused of fascist 

tendencies.  

 

Economic ties and trade agreements: 

 Candidates might select and discuss any agreement with any country and its implications. 

 

For what reasons: 
After the Second World War the United States’ containment policy was more geared to prevent  

the expansion of communism in Europe and the Americas was not one of its main priorities.   

However the perception of a world divided in two camps, one committed to the United States and 

its free enterprise system and the other loyal to communism, which directed the Truman 

administration to take some measures with regard to the area. 

 

[0 to 8 marks] there is little knowledge of the reasons how and why, President Truman applied the 

policy of containment in the region. 

 

[9 to 11 marks] there is satisfactory knowledge of the reasons for, and ways in which, 

President Truman applied the policy of containment in the region.  The balance between reasons 

and ways is limited but implicit. 

 

[12 to 17 marks] there is a critical analysis of the reasons for, and ways in which, President Truman 

applied the policy of containment in the region.  Balanced and explicit application of reasons and 

ways is achieved. 

 

[18 to 20 marks] for an extra dimension such as evaluation of different interpretations of the reasons 

for, and ways in which, President Truman applied the policy of containment in the region, or a 

critical comment is fully integrated within the essay. 
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20. Compare and contrast the impact of the Cold War on the foreign policy of Canada and one 

Latin American country. 

 

Candidates will use Canada and a Latin American country of their choice to answer this question.  

The direction of their essay will depend upon the Latin American nation selected.  In most 

situations the influence of the United States will be addressed with policies often being devised that 

reflect the differing nations’ relationship with the United States.  Examples of possible areas of 

discussion could include: 

 influence of superpower’s Cold War policies 

 attempts to remain independent in foreign policy 

 utilization of the United Nations 

 involvement with the non-aligned nations. 

 

Depending upon the nation chosen discussions could include items such as the development 

NORAD or the DEW line, peacekeeping actions, the Cuban Missile Crisis, exportation of 

revolution, etc. 

 

[0 to 8 marks] at the lower end there is little knowledge of the impact of the Cold War on the 

foreign policy of Canada and one Latin American country and no attempt to compare them.  At the 

top end there could be a sequential account of both, or an attempt at comparative structure. 

 

[9 to 11 marks] at this level there is satisfactory knowledge of the impact of the Cold War on the 

foreign policy of Canada and one Latin American country, which is applied and interpreted 

correctly to compare and contrast the impact of the Cold War.  Analysis is not fully developed. 

 

[12 to 17 marks] for this band there is a critical assessment of the impact of the Cold War on the 

foreign policy of Canada and one Latin American country and it has been applied and demonstrated 

in a structured comparative framework. 

 

[18 to 20 marks] for an extra dimension such as evaluating different interpretations of the impact of 

the Cold War on the foreign policy of Canada and one Latin American country. 

 

N.B.  If only Canada or a Latin American state is mentioned mark out of [7 marks]. 
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21. In what ways did the Civil Rights Movement of Native Americans change during the 1960s?   

Support your views with examples of two countries from the region. 

 

Answers to this question will vary according to the selected countries.  The demands of the question 

require knowledge and understanding of the civil rights conditions of the Native Americans before 

the 1960s; the circumstances that prompted the change; the qualitative and quantitative changes that 

occurred (i.e. from passive to active;  from moderated to radical); and its achievements and/or lack 

of them.  Candidates could select any two countries of the Americas, but probably popular choices 

would be: United States, Canada, Guatemala and Mexico. 

 

[0 to 8 marks] there is little knowledge of the ways in which the Civil Rights Movements of 

Native Americans changed in the 1960s.  Maybe only one example is selected. 

 

[9 to 11 marks] there is a satisfactory knowledge of the ways in which the Civil Rights Movements 

of Native Americans changed in the 1960s.  Not all the issues are considered and balance of 

information is limited. 

 

[12 to 17 marks] there is critical examination and analysis of the ways in which the Civil Rights 

Movements of Native Americans changed in the 1960s.  Explicit links are established between the 

previous conditions and assessment is well applied. 

 

[18 to 20 marks] for an extra dimension such as an evaluation of different interpretations of the 

ways in which the Civil Rights Movements of Native Americans changed in the 1960s. 

 

N.B.  If only one country is selected mark out of [12 marks]. 
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22. How did Malcolm X and the Black Panthers affect the goals of the Civil Rights Movement? 

 

Some of the following issues could be discussed: 

Malcolm X: voice of Nation of Islam in the 1950s and early 1960s initially proposed militant 

tactics as opposed to King’s strategy of non-violence but later changed his views and worked with 

non-violent organizations.  His emphasis on self-sufficiency and armed defence was a call to other 

activists dissatisfied with the non-violence approach. 

 

One of these groups was the Black Panthers Party for Self-Defence.  Unlike previous civil rights 

organizations, the Black Panthers demanded immediate equality for all blacks, including increased 

and fair employment opportunities, exemption from military service in Vietnam, health care and 

educational services.  Whereas Malcolm X had merely preached revolution, the Black Panthers 

prepared for war.  Their extremism and willingness to use violence alienated and threatened many 

moderate whites in the North.  The federal government also perceived the Panthers as a threat and 

cracked down on the group between 1968 and 1969, effectively dissolving the organization. 

 

[0 to 8 marks] there is little knowledge of how Malcolm X and the Black Panthers affected the goals 

of the Civil Rights Movement. 

 

[9 to 11 marks] there is a satisfactory knowledge of how Malcolm X and the Black Panthers 

affected the goals of the Civil Rights Movement.  Answer shows some unbalance between the 

knowledge about Malcolm X and the Black Panthers and the approach is narrative/descriptive. 

 

[12 to 17 marks] there is a critical assessment and analysis of how Malcolm X and the Black 

Panthers affected the goals of the Civil Rights Movement that has been applied and demonstrated in 

a structured essay. 

 

[18 to 20 marks] for an extra dimension such as an evaluation of different interpretations of how 

Malcolm X and the Black Panthers affected the goals of the Civil Rights Movement. 
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23. Discuss the reasons for the re-establishment of democracy in one Latin American country 

after 1980. 

 

Answers will vary according to the country selected.  Candidates are expected to identify the main 

factors leading to the end of military dictatorships and the reintroduction to democracy in any 

country of their choice.  This is an opportunity for many candidates to explore their national history; 

however answers should provide detail as well as an explicit link between the problems of the 

military governments and the reintroduction of democracy. 

 

Reasons may include: economic and social crises, foreign debt, the influence of other countries,  

loss of prestige of the armed forces, the role of political parties and leaders. 

 

[0 to 8 marks] there is little knowledge of the reasons for the return of democracy in the  

selected country. 

 

[9 to 11 marks] there is a satisfactory knowledge of the reasons for the return of democracy in  

the country.  Not all the issues are considered. 

 

[12 to 17 marks] there is critical examination and analysis of the reasons for the return of 

democracy in the country.  Explicit links are established between the previous conditions (such as 

the problems of the military governments) and assessment is well applied. 

 

[18 to 20 marks] for an extra dimension such as an evaluation of different interpretations or 

historical events explaining the reasons for the return of democracy. 
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24. “The domination of the United States over the international order in the 1990s was only 

temporary.”  To what extent do you agree with this view? 

 

This question gives the opportunity for thoughtful candidates to write an original essay.  It is 

expected that a brief explanation of to what extent domination was temporary (was it a moment or a 

permanent trend?) and then the reasons would be given: the collapse of the Soviet Union and the 

end of the Cold War; entrepreneurs based in the US dominated the “new global economy” and its 

most obvious by-product, the internet.  The US projected its economic power onto the world driving 

forward the process of globalization; in international trade it played a key role sponsoring the 

change of the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT) in 1995 into a permanent institution 

that would work for the progressive lowering of tariffs, the World Trade Organization (WTO).   

It also persuaded the newly industrialized countries, such as those of Southeast Asia, to liberalize 

their economy and open themselves up to international investment.  Behind this transformation of 

the global economy was the sense that the US victory in the Cold War had proved the superiority of 

its neo-liberal economic model and democratic system.  So dominant was this perception that some 

enthusiasts proclaimed the end of the twentieth century’s competition between different social 

systems; the world has come to the “end of history”. 

 

[0 to 8 marks] there is no or little knowledge about the domination of the United States over the 

international order in the 1990s. 

 

[9 to 11 marks] there is a satisfactory knowledge and understanding of the domination of the United 

States over the international order; temporary domination has been identified and assessment and 

reasons are provided although not in a very analytical manner. 

 

[12 to 17 marks] there is a balanced analysis of the quotation and a critical assessment of the 

domination of the United States over the international order. 

 

[18 to 20 marks] for an extra dimension such as the evaluation of different interpretations of the 

domination of the United States over the international order in the 1990s. 
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1.	 Compare and contrast the political structure of the Dutch and the French colonial systems in Southeast 
Asia in the period from the late eighteenth century to the mid nineteenth century.

2. “The Great Revolt (Indian Mutiny) of 1857 came as a surprise to the British, but not to the Indians and 
it altered forever the relationship between the two.”  To what extent do you agree with this statement? 

3. “The Chinese tribute system and the Western powers’ demands for trade, diplomatic representation 
and the rights of their citizens were incompatible.”  To what extent do you agree with this assessment 
of the interaction between China and the Western powers during the period 1793 to 1839? 

4. Examine the consequences for the Tokugawa Shogunate of Commodore Perry’s arrival in Japan in 1853.

5. Analyse the extent to which a nationalist movement developed before 1939 in one country in the region. 

6. In what ways, and for what reasons, did the emerging sense of national identity in Australia or		
New Zealand at the end of the nineteenth century transform the country in the early twentieth 
century?

7. Evaluate the importance of Sun Yixian’s (Sun Yat-sen’s) role in bringing about the 1911 Revolution 
in China. 

8. Compare and contrast the attitudes of China and Japan to reform and change during the period 1861 
to 1894. 

9. Analyse the reasons for the 1947 partition of the South Asian subcontinent into India and Pakistan.

10. Evaluate to what extent Japanese expansion into Southeast Asia during the Second World War 
influenced the nationalist movement in one country in the region.

11. “The May Fourth Movement was more effective at destroying the past than constructing a future.” 
To what extent do you agree with this statement?

12. To what extent was Jiang Jieshi’s (Chiang Kai-shek’s) rule authoritarian and oppressive?

13. To what extent was the rise of militarism in Japan during the 1930s a product of both internal and 
external factors?
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14.	 “The Japanese expected a cruel and harsh occupation but found a benevolent one.  They feared 
vindictive rule but found a constructive one.”  To what extent do you agree with this statement about 
the United States’ occupation of Japan after the Second World War?

15. Analyse the reasons for, and the ways in which, immigration changed the nature of society in Australia 
or New Zealand between 1945 and 2000.

16. To what extent was the dismissal of the Whitlam government in November 1975 justified?

17. Examine how the politics of one post-independence country in the region has been influenced by 
religious and ethnic differences in the second half of the twentieth century.  

18. Discuss whether the Vietnam War (1961–1975 Second Indo-China War) was a nationalist struggle 
rather than a Cold War conflict.

19. Evaluate how successful Mao Zedong (Mao Tse-tung) and the Chinese Communist Party were in 
instituting a socialist state in the People’s Republic of China in the period 1949 to 1961.

20. Explain why relations between China and the US were hostile between 1949 and 1976.  

21. To what extent was the role of the state a key factor in determining the success of the economic 
miracle in any one country of the region in the second half of the twentieth century?

22. Discuss the importance of globalization in the economic development of Japan in the second half of 
the twentieth century.

23. Compare and contrast the extent to which social structures changed in two countries in the region 
between 1945 and 2000.

24. From your study of one country in the region discuss the extent to which sport has become closely 
linked to national identity and big business between 1945 and 2000.
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Paper 3 markbands:  The following bands provide a précis of the full markbands for paper 3 published in 

the History guide (2008) on pages 77–81.  They are intended to assist marking but must be used in 

conjunction with the full markbands found in the guide.  

 

0:  Answers not meeting the requirements of descriptors should be awarded no marks.   

1–2:  Answers do not meet the demands of the question and show little or no evidence 

of appropriate structure.  There is little more than unsupported generalization. 

3–4:  There is little understanding of the question.  Historical knowledge is present but 

the detail is insufficient.  Historical context or processes are barely understood 

and there are little more than poorly substantiated assertions. 

5–6:  Answers indicate some understanding of the question but historical knowledge is 

limited in quality and quantity.  Understanding of historical processes may be 

present but underdeveloped.  The question is only partially addressed. 

7–8:  The demands of the question are generally understood.  Relevant, in-depth, 

historical knowledge is present but is unevenly applied.  Knowledge is narrative 

or descriptive in nature.  There may be limited argument that requires further 

substantiation.  Critical commentary may be present.  An attempt to place events 

in historical context and show an understanding of historical processes.  An 

attempt at a structured approach, either chronological or thematic has been made.   

12–14:  Answers are clearly focused on the demands of the question.  Relevant in-depth 

knowledge is applied as evidence, and analysis or critical commentary are used to 

indicate some in-depth understanding but is not consistent throughout.  Events are 

placed in context and there is sound understanding of historical processes and 

comparison and contrast.  Evaluation of different approaches may be used to 

substantiate arguments presented.  Synthesis is present but not always consistently 

integrated.  Focus on AO3 and AO4. 

15–17: Answers are clearly structured and focused, have full awareness of the demands 

of the question, and if appropriate may challenge it.  Accurate and detailed 

historical knowledge is used convincingly to support critical commentary.  

Historical processes such as comparison and contrast, placing events in context 

and evaluating different interpretations are used appropriately and effectively.  

Answers are well structured and balanced and synthesis is well developed and 

supported with knowledge and critical commentary.  

18–20:  Answers are clearly focused with a high degree of the awareness of the question 

and may challenge it successfully.   Knowledge is extensive, accurately applied 

and there may be a high level of conceptual ability.  Evaluation of different 

approaches may be present as may be understanding of historical processes as 

well as comparison and contrast where relevant.  Evaluation is integrated into the 

answer.  The answer is well structured and well-focused.  Synthesis is highly 

developed. 
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1. Compare and contrast the political structure of the Dutch and the French colonial systems in 

Southeast Asia in the period from the late eighteenth century to the mid nineteenth century. 

 

 Candidates may identify what they consider to be the features of the political structure of the Dutch 

and French in Southeast Asia, e.g. the type of rule, direct or indirect; the structure of  

the bureaucracy; land distribution; relationships between the colonial masters and the indigenous 

people; the way they handled rebellions and resistance.  Many answers will focus on comparisons, 

but some contrasts should also be identified.   

 

[0 to 8 marks] there is little or inadequate knowledge about Dutch and French colonial rule in 

Southeast Asia.  Answers may include unsubstantiated generalizations, inaccurate, anecdotal and 

irrelevant comments.   

 

[9 to 11 marks] there is description of the Dutch and French colonies in Southeast Asia: 

descriptions may be sequential and there is little attempt to compare or contrast; may only compare 

or contrast the two countries in a general way rather than specifically focusing on the political 

structures of these colonial administrations.  Answers may be unbalanced or have implicit or 

undeveloped arguments.   

 

 [12 to 17 marks] there is explicit focus on the political structure of the Dutch and French colonial 

systems and a balanced attempt to compare and contrast the two.  Essays may be detailed 

and analytical. 

 

[18 to 20 marks] essays at this level may have an extra dimension of insight into a range of 

political, social, cultural and economic factors that influenced the political structures of these 

colonial administrations and may analyse different interpretations. 

 

N.B.  If only one colonial power is discussed maximum of [7 marks].  
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2. “The Great Revolt (Indian Mutiny) of 1857 came as a surprise to the British, but not to the 

Indians and it altered forever the relationship between the two.”  To what extent do you agree 

with this statement?    

 

 Candidates may identify what they consider to be the causes of the Great Revolt (Indian Mutiny): 

both long-term and short-term.  The consequences should also be identified: these may be the 

changes in the role of the British East India Company and the way India was governed, economic 

changes, trade, and the nature of the relationship between the British and the Indians.   

Many answers will focus on the causes, but some consequences should be identified.   

 

[0 to 8 marks] there is little or inadequate knowledge about the British in India or the Great Revolt 

(Indian Mutiny).  Answers may include unsubstantiated generalizations, inaccurate, anecdotal and 

irrelevant comments. 

 

[9 to 11 marks] responses at this level may be mainly descriptive accounts about the Great Revolt 

(Indian Mutiny) and its aftermath.  Answers may be unbalanced or have implicit or undeveloped 

arguments. 

 

[12 to 17 marks] there is explicit focus on both the causes and the consequences of the Great Revolt 

(Indian Mutiny).  Responses in the upper level of this mark range may specifically address the key 

words in the question such as “surprise” and “altered forever”.  Essays may be detailed, balanced 

and analytical. 

 

[18 to 20 marks] essays at this level may have an extra dimension of insight into a wide range  

of political, social, cultural and economic factors that influenced both the British and the Indians 

before and after the Great Revolt (Indian Mutiny).  Candidates may challenge the assertion in the 

question and discuss historians’ views. 
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3. “The Chinese tribute system and the Western powers’ demands for trade, diplomatic 

representation and the rights of their citizens were incompatible.”   To what extent do you 

agree with this assessment of the interaction between China and the Western powers during 

the period 1793 to 1839?   

  

 Candidates may first describe the Chinese tribute system and then discuss the Western powers 

demands for trade, diplomatic representation and the rights of their citizens.  They may identify 

what they consider to be the reasons for the differences between China and the Western powers and 

suggest that there was a complete lack of understanding between the two cultures.  These may 

include: Confucianism and Buddhism as opposed to Christianity; Chinese “tribute system” of 

international relations in contrast to the Western desire to establish diplomatic relations; Guangzhou 

(Canton) system of trade versus the Western view of free trade; the Chinese legal system which 

emphasised collective responsibility versus the Western view of individual innocence or guilt; 

differences in science and technology.  Candidates should address these issues in the context of the 

timeframe given and with reference to specific details such as the organization of the Chinese 

tribute system; the Macartney (1793), Amherst (1816) and Napier (1834) trade missions; the opium 

trade and its effects on China; Lin Zexu’s (Lin Tse-hsu’s) attempt to stop the opium trade and the 

Western reaction; the actions of Captain Charles Elliot; the Lin Weixi (Lin Wei-hsi) affair and the 

beginning of the First Opium War in 1839. 

 

[0 to 8 marks] there is little or inadequate knowledge about the interaction between China and the 

Western powers in the period 1793 to 1839.  Answers may include unsubstantiated generalizations, 

inaccurate and irrelevant comments.  Undue emphasis may be placed on anecdotes. 

 

[9 to 11 marks] responses at this level may be a narrative account of events in the period 1793 to 

1839 or descriptions of the Chinese tribute system and the British trade missions.  Answers may be 

unbalanced or have implicit or undeveloped arguments.   

 

[12 to 17 marks] there is explicit focus on the question.  At the bottom level of this mark range 

candidates may place undue emphasis on the causes of the Opium War rather than fully analyse the 

reasons why these two cultures were incompatible.  At the top level responses should be analytical 

and balanced answers which deal with aspects of the cultural, diplomatic, legal and economic issues 

within the timeframe given. 

 

[18 to 20 marks] essays at this level may have an extra dimension of insight into a wide range of 

cultural, diplomatic, legal, economic and technological factors that influenced the interaction 

between China and the Western powers in this period.  Candidates may challenge the assertion in 

the question and discuss historians’ views. 
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4. Examine the consequences for the Tokugawa Shogunate of Commodore Perry’s arrival in 

Japan in 1853.   

 

Candidates may identify what they consider to be the reasons why Perry’s arrival created a crisis for 

the Bakufu: the technological might of the US fleet; the indecision of the Shogun in the face of 

Perry’s demands; the consultations with the Emperor and the daimyo which were seen as a sign of 

weakness; pre-existing undercurrents in Tokugawa society which came to the fore; the decision to 

agree to Perry’s demands and domestic opposition.  An assessment of the longer term consequences 

may be made: Treaty of Kanagawa 1854; Treaty of Edo 1858 (Harris Treaty); the opening up of 

trade; the Sonno Joi movement, “Honour the Emperor and expel the barbarian”; the tozama clans 

challenge to the Shogun’s power; the weakening of the alternative attendance rule and the other 

ways in which the Shogun had maintained control over the daimyo; the Satsuma and Choshu wars; 

fall of the Tokugawa Shogunate in 1867; the emergence of the genro and the Meiji Restoration 

in 1868.   

 

[0 to 8 marks] there is little or inadequate knowledge about Tokugawa Japan; US power in the  

mid-nineteenth century; and the short and long term impact of Perry’s arrival in Japan in 1853.  

Answers may include unsubstantiated generalizations, inaccurate and irrelevant comments.   

Undue emphasis may be placed on anecdotes such as the samurai in full battle dress amassed on the 

beach demanding that Perry’s fleet depart. 

 

[9 to 11 marks] there is description of the Tokugawa Shogunate and Perry’s arrival in 1853 and a 

narrative account of the aftermath.  Answers may be unbalanced or have implicit or undeveloped 

arguments. 

 

[12 to 17 marks] there is explicit focus on both the crisis for the Tokugawa Shogunate that Perry’s 

arrival created and the long term consequences.  Essays may be detailed, balanced and analytical. 

 

[18 to 20 marks] essays at this level may have an extra dimension of insight into a range of 

political, economic, cultural and social factors that produced both the immediate crisis and the long 

term consequences of Perry’s arrival in Japan and may analyse different interpretations. 
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5. Analyse the extent to which a nationalist movement developed before 1939 in one country in 

the region. 

 

 Candidates can choose from Burma, Indonesia, Vietnam, the Philippines or India.  First World War 

may be seen as a watershed with the pre-war period of colonial rule where the nationalist 

movements developed.  Individual Asian leaders of nationalist movement should be identified but a 

distinction be made between resistance movements of the nineteenth century (often aimed at foreign 

colonizers) and the twentieth century goals to forge new nations.  Candidates will refer to 

charismatic leaders – Gandhi and Nehru (India), Aung San (Burma), Sukarno (Indonesia), Ho Chi 

Minh (Vietnam), or Jose Rizal and Aguinaldo (Philippines).  Religion played a significant part, 

especially in the development of the Burmese and Indonesian nationalism movements.  The starting 

point for the answer will depend on which nationalist movement is chosen but the Second World 

War is the limit.  Expect some assessment of the extent to which the movement had developed by 

the time indicated.   

 

[0 to 8 marks] there is little accurate knowledge of any appropriate nationalist movement or how it 

developed in the period required. 

 

[9 to 11 marks] at this level there is some understanding of the development of a nationalist 

movement in the period prior to the Second World War.  Answers that discuss in detail the 

development of nationalist movements in more than one country should not go higher than this 

mark range. 

 

[12 to 17 marks] the extent to which development within the nationalist movement is clear and 

there is explicit focus and clear understanding on its importance to the country in question. 

 

[18 to 20 marks] for fully analytical and relevant answers with detail, insight, perceptive comments 

and perhaps different interpretations, which focus on the development of the nationalist movement 

and its impact on the country in question and the region.  Candidates may give other 

historians’ views. 
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6. In what ways, and for what reasons, did the emerging sense of national identity in Australia 

or New Zealand at the end of the nineteenth century transform the country in the early 

twentieth century? 

 

 Candidates may first identify what they consider to be the emerging sense of national identity in 

Australia or New Zealand by the end of the nineteenth century.  In Australia: the movement towards 

and the achievement of federation; the celebration of Australia’s uniqueness with reference to the 

flora and fauna; the adoption of the bushman image despite the fact that most people lived in towns 

and cities; the art and writing of this period; the different strands of nationalism, radical 

republicanism and dual loyalty to both Australia and the British Empire.  In New Zealand a similar 

set of factors and sentiments prevailed: involvement in the Boer War; granting of dominion status  

in 1907; the rugged and enterprising man alone versus nature; egalitarianism; double patriotism; 

cultural nationalists.  The impact of Australia’s or New Zealand’s involvement in the First World 

War may then be discussed.  For both: the initial enthusiasm for the war; the idea that Gallipoli was 

a defining moment in nationhood,  for  Australia “baptism by fire” and New Zealand “baptism  

of blood”; the soldiers come to represent the typical Australian or New Zealander in uniform with 

his values of resourcefulness and mateship; war correspondents and cartoonists popularised this 

image.  Despite the fact that the Gallipoli campaign ended in withdrawal, the Anzac legend came to 

symbolise Australia’s or New Zealand’s involvement in the First World War and subsequent wars 

and Anzac Day became a public holiday and de facto national day.  The aftermath of the war may 

be discussed.  In both countries the sense of national identity is now linked with commemoration 

and remembrance and it becomes part of a conservative imperialist nationalism in the 1920s;  

an example of this is the establishment of returned servicemen’s associations who become the 

keepers of the legend.   

 

[0 to 8 marks] there is little specific knowledge or understanding about the development of 

Australia’s or New Zealand’s national identity.  Answers may include unsubstantiated 

generalizations, inaccurate and irrelevant comments.  Undue emphasis may be placed on anecdotes 

such as stories about the soldiers’ feats during the First World War. 

 

[9 to 11 marks] there is some understanding of the development of Australia’s or New Zealand’s 

national identity.  Responses may be mainly descriptive about national identity at the beginning of 

the twentieth century and after the First World War.   

 

[12 to 17 marks] there is explicit focus on both the emerging sense of national identity in  

Australia or New Zealand prior to the beginning of the twentieth century and the impact of the  

First World War.  The response should address both the ways and the reasons why the First World 

War transformed concepts about national identity in Australia or New Zealand.  Essays may  

be detailed, balanced and analytical. 

 

[18 to 20 marks] essays at this level may have an extra dimension of insight into a wide range of 

cultural, social, economic and political factors that influenced the development of national identity 

in Australia or New Zealand.  Candidates may discuss different interpretations and challenge the 

assumption in the question. 
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7. Evaluate the importance of Sun Yixian’s (Sun Yat-sen’s) role in bringing about the 

1911 Revolution in China.   

  

 Candidates should identify what they consider to be Sun Yixian’s (Sun-Yat-sen’s) role in bringing 

about the 1911 Revolution in China.  This may include: his time in exile; his ideas, the Three 

Principles of the People; the organizations he formed, the Xingzhonghui or Revive China Society 

and the Tongmenghui or Revolutionary Alliance (other translations include United League or 

Combined League Society); various attempts at revolution which had his support, including 

Huanghuagang or Yellow Flower Hill in May 1911.  Other factors which candidates may include: 

the weakness of the Qing government; the Boxer Protocol and the consequences; the Late Qing 

(Ch’ing) Reform Movement’s military, educational and constitutional reforms and growing 

resentment; Railway Recovery Movement; influence of other revolutionary groups in exile;  

the accidental nature of how the 1911 Revolution actually started and gained support; role of  

Yuan Shikai (Yuan Shih-k’ai). 

 

[0 to 8 marks] there is little or inadequate knowledge about Sun Yixian (Sun Yat-sen) and the 

1911 Revolution.  Answers may include unsubstantiated generalizations, inaccurate and irrelevant 

comments.  Undue emphasis may be placed on anecdotes such as the Qing (Ch’ing) government’s 

attempt to assassinate him. 

 

[9 to 11 marks] responses at this level may be mainly narrative or descriptive accounts of events in 

China leading up to the 1911 Revolution or a biographical account of Sun’s life.  Answers may be 

unbalanced or have implicit or undeveloped arguments. 

 

[12 to 17 marks] there is explicit focus on the question.  Answers may focus on both assessing the 

importance of Sun’s role and other factors in bringing about the 1911 Revolution.  Essays may be 

detailed, balanced and analytical. 

 

[18 to 20 marks] essays at this level may have an extra dimension of insight into a range of 

political, social and economic factors that contributed to the 1911 Revolution and in particular 

Sun’s role.  Candidates may analyse different historians’ views. 
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8. Compare and contrast the attitudes of China and Japan to reform and change during the 

period 1861 to 1894.   

 

 Candidates should identify what they consider to be the response of the government and the 

bureaucracy in China to the concepts of reform and change.  This may include a discussion of the 

Tongzhi (T’ung-chih) restoration of Confucian government; the weakness and conservatism of the 

central government; Cixi’s (Tz’u-hsi’s) power; roles of Zeng Guofan (Tseng Kuo-fan), 

Li Hongzhang (Li Hung-chang), Zuo Zongtang (Tso Tsung-t’ang) and Prince Gong (Kung);  

the aims of the Self-Strengthening Movement and the attempted reforms; and an assessment of why 

they failed.  The response of the samurai class in Japan to these concepts also may be examined: 

Sonno Joi movement, “Honour the Emperor and expel the barbarian”; rise of Satsuma and  

Choshu clans; fall of the Tokugawa Shogunate; the Meiji Restoration; the Regency and  

Imperial rule; “Western science and Eastern ethics”; political, cultural, economic, military and 

social reasons why the reforms were so successful in Japan; Shintoism, Confucianism and 

Buddhism; reform from above; readiness for reform.  Many answers will focus on contrasts, but 

comparisons should also be identified.   

 

[0 to 8 marks] there is little specific knowledge or understanding of reform and change in China 

and Japan in the period 1861 to 1894.  Answers may include unsubstantiated generalizations, 

inaccurate, anecdotal and irrelevant comments.   

 

[9 to 11 marks] essays at this level may be narrative or descriptive accounts of the Chinese and 

Japanese attempts at reform and change in the period 1861 to 1894: descriptions may be one after 

the other with little attempt to compare or contrast; may only contrast the responses of the two 

countries to change in a general way rather than specifically focusing on the attitudes to both reform 

and change.  Answers may be unbalanced or have implicit or undeveloped arguments.   

 

[12 to 17 marks] there is explicit focus on the question and a balanced attempt to compare and 

contrast the attitudes in both China and Japan to reform and change in the period 1861 to 1894.  

Essays may be detailed and analytical. 

 

[18 to 20 marks] essays at this level may have an extra dimension of insight into a wide range of 

political, cultural, social, philosophical, religious, economic and technological factors that 

influenced the attitudes of different groups in both China and Japan to reform and change in the 

period 1861 to 1894.  Candidates may discuss different interpretations whilst comparing 

and contrasting. 

 

N.B.  If only one country is discussed maximum [7 marks].   
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9. Analyse the reasons for the 1947 partition of the South Asian subcontinent into India and 

Pakistan.   

 

 Candidates may first describe British rule of the South Asian subcontinent and the growth of the 

nationalist movements in the period prior to the Second World War.  The policies of the 

Indian National Congress and the All India Muslim League may be discussed.  The relationship 

between Hindus and Muslims deteriorated after the leadership of the League was taken over by 

Sir Muhammad Iqbal, who in 1930 first put forward the demand for a separate Muslim state  

in India.  The “Two-Nation Theory”, the belief that Hindus and Muslims were two different nations, 

who could not live in one country, gained popularity among Muslims.  Gandhi’s vision of an 

inclusive and united India may be mentioned.  The significance of other factors which also 

contributed to partition will need to be discussed.  These may include: the Government of India Act 

1935 and those for and against; the role of Congress and Nehru; the role of Jinnah and the revival of 

the All Muslim League and the impact of the Second World War.  The League’s Lahore Resolution 

was adopted on March 23, 1940, and its principles formed the foundation for Pakistan’s first 

constitution.  During the Cripps mission in 1942, Jinnah demanded parity between the number of 

Congress and League ministers, the League’s exclusive right to appoint Muslims and a right for 

Muslim-majority provinces to secede, leading to the breakdown of talks.  Jinnah supported the 

British effort in the Second World War, and opposed the Indian National Congress’ Quit India 

movement.  Talks between Jinnah and Gandhi in 1944 in Bombay failed to achieve agreement.  

This was the last attempt to reach a single-state solution.  The 1946 election for the 

Constituent Assembly of India; the British Government’s proposals; the strikes and outbreaks  

of violence; the actions of Wavell and Mountbatten should all be examined.   

 

[0 to 8 marks] there is little or inadequate knowledge of the 1947 partition of the South Asian 

subcontinent into India and Pakistan.  Answers may include unsubstantiated generalizations, 

inaccurate and irrelevant comments. 

 

[9 to 11 marks] responses at this level may be mainly narrative or descriptive accounts of events in 

India leading up to the achievement of Indian independence and partition in 1947. 

 

[12 to 17 marks] essays at this level focus on analysing a variety of reasons for the 1947 partition of 

the South Asian subcontinent into India and Pakistan.  Essays may be detailed, balanced 

and analytical. 

 

[18 to 20 marks] essays at this level may have an extra dimension of insight into a range of 

political, social, cultural and economic factors that contributed to the 1947 partition of the South 

Asian subcontinent into India and Pakistan.  Candidates may analyse different historians’ views. 
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10. Evaluate to what extent Japanese expansion into Southeast Asia during the Second World 

War influenced the nationalist movement in one country in the region. 

 

 Candidates will probably choose from Indonesia, Vietnam, Burma or the Philippines.  The Second 

World War and Japanese occupation may be seen as a watershed with the pre-war period of colonial 

rule where the nationalist movement initially developed.  Although nationalist movements did not 

all follow exactly the same path, there are some common themes.  There may be some discussion of 

the pre-war situation in order to later assess the impact of the Japanese occupation.  The Japanese 

expansion and occupation will need to be examined.  This may include: Japanese atrocities; 

resistance to Japanese rule; the way the Japanese restructured the government (Burma, Philippines); 

the way the Japanese used the colonial administration of the European country occupied by the 

Nazis (Indonesia, Vietnam); the opportunities for nationalists to acquire experience in 

administration and in the military; the impact of Japanese ideas such as “Asia for the Asians”; 

Japanese support for independence from Western colonial rule; the immediate declaration of 

independence after the defeat of the Japanese in an attempt to pre-empt the return of the colonial 

power (Indonesia, Vietnam); the subsequent struggle with the colonial power until the final 

achievement of independence.  Candidates may discuss the role of a charismatic nationalist leader: 

Sukarno (Indonesia); Ho Chi Minh (Vietnam); Aung San (Burma); Quezon and Osmeña 

(Philippines).  Some assessment of the extent to which the Japanese occupation influenced the 

nationalist movement needs to be addressed.   

 

[0 to 8 marks] there is little specific and accurate knowledge of Japanese expansion into Southeast 

Asia or of any appropriate nationalist movement in the period required.  Answers may include 

unsubstantiated generalizations, inaccurate, anecdotal and irrelevant comments.   

 

[9 to 11 marks] responses at this level may be mainly narrative or descriptive accounts of events in 

a Southeast Asian country during the Japanese expansion and the Second World War.  Answers 

may be unbalanced or have implicit or undeveloped arguments.  Answers that discuss in detail the 

development of nationalist movements in more than one country should not go higher than this 

mark range. 

 

[12 to 17 marks] there is explicit focus on the question.  Answers may focus on both assessing the 

influence of the Japanese expansion and occupation of a Southeast Asian country and other factors 

in the development of that country’s nationalist movement.  Essays may be detailed, balanced 

and analytical. 

 

[18 to 20 marks] essays at this level may have an extra dimension of insight into a wide range of 

political, social, cultural, military and economic factors that influenced the nationalist movement of 

a Southeast Asian country.  Candidates may challenge the assertion in the question and discuss 

historians’ views. 

 

N.B.  If the Japanese occupation or the nationalist movement are discussed without any specific 

reference to the issue raised in the question maximum [11 marks]. 
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11. “The May Fourth Movement was more effective at destroying the past than constructing a 

future.”  To what extent do you agree with this statement?   

 

 Candidates may first identify what they consider to be the events relating to the May Fourth 

Movement.  These could include: weak central government; Japan’s 21 Demands in 1915; 

warlordism after the death of Yuan Shikai (Yuan Shih-k’ai) in 1916; relationship with the West 

during the First World War; that the May Fourth Movement began as an outburst by workers and 

students in response to China’s treatment in the Treaty of Versailles.  However, once the context 

has been established candidates will need to analyse some of the ideas embodied in the May Fourth 

Movement in order to fully answer the question.  The May Fourth Movement was a part of the 

wider New Culture Movement which was an intellectual revolution and literary revival which 

promoted the publication of magazines in the everyday language and characters.  It favoured 

Western ideas such as an emphasis on youth, liberalism, and socialism and it criticised China’s 

traditional society and Confucian values.  The May Fourth Movement was also anti-imperialist, 

patriotic, favoured student and worker involvement in politics and the establishment of unions.  

Some candidates may agree with the quotation and argue that traditional Chinese values and society 

were destroyed and Western political ideas dominated without much constructive gain.  Other 

candidates may argue that the future directions of China were set by the May Fourth Movement in 

that it gave rise to Sun Yixian’s (Sun Yat-sen’s) revamped Guomindang (Kuomintang) or 

Nationalists and the formation of the Chinese Communist Party in 1921. 

 

[0 to 8 marks] there is little specific or accurate knowledge about China in the early twentieth 

century; the May Fourth Movement and its impact.  Answers may include unsubstantiated 

generalizations, inaccurate, anecdotal and irrelevant comments. 

 

[9 to 11 marks] responses at this level may be descriptive accounts of the May Fourth Movement 

and the New Culture Movement; place undue emphasis on the causes of the May Fourth Movement 

and not fully analyse the ideas embodied in it or discuss its significance.  Answers may be 

unbalanced or have implicit or undeveloped arguments.    

 

[12 to 17 marks] there is explicit focus on both the events and ideas linked with the May Fourth 

Movement and there is an attempt to analyse the assertion made in the question.  The significance 

of the May Fourth Movement is placed in the context of Chinese history.  Essays may be detailed, 

balanced and analytical. 

 

[18 to 20 marks] essays at this level may have an extra dimension of insight into a wide range of 

political, cultural, social and diplomatic factors that influenced the May Fourth Movement.  

Candidates may challenge the assertion in the question and discuss historians’ views. 
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12. To what extent was Jiang Jieshi’s (Chiang Kai-shek’s) rule authoritarian and oppressive?   

 

 Candidates should look at the period of rule of Jiang Jieshi (Chiang Kai-shek) after the death of Sun 

Yixian (Sun Yat-sen) in 1925 until he left for Taiwan in 1949.  Features of his rule and the 

connection with authoritarianism: appeal to nationalism, single-party/leader and reliance on the 

military; attempt to create a mass movement and ideological control.  There could be mention of the 

New Life Movement and the Blue Shirts.  Oppression was endemic; the government looked after 

the interests of industrialists and landowners.  He turned against the Communists in 1927 with much 

bloodshed.  Features of Jiang’s (Chiang’s) rule included campaigns of extermination – between 

1930 and 1934.  Lack of efficiency – Jiang (Chiang) never controlled much more than one third of 

China’s territory or two thirds of her population; warlordism never fully subdued by Jiang (Chiang); 

political weaknesses of the GMD (Kuomintang or KMT).  Corruption was endemic to the system; 

administrative inefficiency and self-seeking rule.  Lack of efficiency lead to inflation, a major 

reason for Jiang’s (Chiang’s) failure.  Nationalists were unable to defeat the Japanese (or the 

Communists) 1937–1945.  1945 – civil war broke out again.  No military victories from 1947 to 

1949 – fled to Taiwan.   

 

[0 to 8 marks] there is little or inadequate knowledge of the rule and policies of Jiang Jieshi  

(Chiang Kai-shek) and little or no awareness of the link to authoritarianism. 

 

[9 to 11 marks] at this level there is narration of the establishment of Jiang Jieshi’s  

(Chiang Kaishek’s) rule but little analysis of the statement. 

 

[12 to 17 marks] there is a balanced, focused and structured analysis of Jiang Jieshi’s  

(Chiang Kaishek’s) rule and a clear attempt to address the key words “authoritarian” and 

“oppressive” which are in the question.   

 

[18 to 20 marks] for an extra dimension such as insight into Jiang Jieshi’s (Chiang Kai-shek’s)  

rule and an assessment of the efficiency of his rule and policies. 
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13. To what extent was the rise of militarism in Japan during the 1930s a product of both internal 

and external factors?   

 

 Candidates may identify what they consider to be the reasons why militarism developed in Japan in 

the 1930s.  Internal factors may include: the instability of party politics in the late 1920s; failure of 

the rice crop in 1931; extreme nationalism; growth of extreme right-wing patriotic societies; 

factionalism in politics; political assassinations.  External factors may include: Great Depression; 

Manchurian incident 1931; creation of Manchuko; invasion of China; US trade embargos; 

Tripartite Pact with Germany and Italy. 

 

[0 to 8 marks] there is little or inadequate knowledge about Japan in the 1930s.  Answers may 

include unsubstantiated generalizations, inaccurate and irrelevant comments.  Undue emphasis may 

be placed on anecdotes such as people dressing up as samurai warriors. 

 

[9 to 11 marks] responses at this level may be mainly narrative accounts of events in Japan in the 

1930s and/or descriptions of militarism in Japan in the 1930s.  Answers may be unbalanced or have 

implicit or undeveloped arguments.   

 

[12 to 17 marks] there is explicit focus on assessing the importance of both internal and external 

factors in producing the rise of militarism in Japan in the 1930s.  Some attempt to assess the balance 

between the two will be apparent.  Essays may be detailed and analytical. 

 

[18 to 20 marks] essays at this level may have an extra dimension of insight into a wide range of 

political, social, cultural, economic and military factors that influenced the rise of militarism in 

Japan during the 1930s.  Candidates may analyse different historians’ views. 

 

N.B.  If only internal factors or only external factors are discussed maximum [12 marks]. 
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14. “The Japanese expected a cruel and harsh occupation but found a benevolent one.  

They feared vindictive rule but found a constructive one.”  To what extent do you agree with 

this statement about the United States’ occupation of Japan after the Second World War? 

 

 Candidates should identify what they consider to be Japanese attitudes and fears at the end of the 

Second World War and discuss whether these fears were realised or not and have further discussion 

about the post-war problems that faced the US occupation such as food shortages; inflation;  

the need to demilitarize and war criminals; the onset of the Cold War.  The reforms under the US 

occupation should be identified.  These may include: demilitarization, changing the role of  

the emperor; the constitution of 1947; land reform; dismantling the power of the zaibatsu and the 

trade unions; widening the availability; of education.  The issue of how constructive the reforms 

under the US occupation were should be addressed.   

 

[0 to 8 marks] there is little or inadequate knowledge about Japan at the end of the Second World 

War and the US occupation.  Answers may include unsubstantiated generalizations, inaccurate, 

anecdotal and irrelevant comments. 

 

[9 to 11 marks] responses at this level may be mainly narrative or descriptive accounts about the 

end of the Second World War, the surrender of Japan and the US occupation.  Answers may be 

unbalanced or have implicit or undeveloped arguments.   

 

[12 to 17 marks] there is explicit focus on both the Japanese fears at the end of the Second World 

War and nature of the reforms under the US occupation and there is an attempt to analyse the 

assertion made in the question.  Essays may be detailed, balanced and analytical. 

 

[18 to 20 marks] essays at this level may have an extra dimension of insight into a wide range of 

political, social, cultural and economic factors that influenced both the Japanese and the US during 

the period of the occupation.  Candidates may challenge the assertion in the question and discuss 

different interpretations. 
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15. Analyse the reasons for, and the ways in which, immigration changed the nature of society in 

Australia or New Zealand between 1945 and 2000. 

 

 Candidates may first identify the nature of society in Australia or New Zealand in 1945.  Both were 

conservative societies which were strongly influenced by a British political, legal, economic and 

cultural heritage.  The majority of the population was of British ancestry.  Both countries had 

restricted immigration policies, although there had been some immigration from other European 

countries prior to 1945.   For Australia the points that may be discussed include: Calwell as Minister 

for Immigration in 1945 said that Australia must “populate or perish”; Calwell wanted ten British 

for every non-English speaking immigrant, but this was unattainable so immigrants from Europe 

were encouraged; 1945–1951, displaced persons including Jewish immigrants; 1950s and 1960s, 

southern European immigration; mid 1960s, some relaxation of the White Australia Policy for 

skilled workers; 1972, the White Australia Policy was formally ended; 1970s, boat people from 

Indo-China and other Asian immigration; 1980s, people from the Middle East.  Initially, immigrants 

were given little government help and were expected to assimilate into the predominantly British 

influenced culture and many experienced prejudice.  Overseas qualifications were not recognised.  

The 1972–1975 Whitlam Government adopted the policy of multiculturalism.  Immigration 

contributed to creating Australia’s post-war prosperity because it allowed the economy to  

expand rapidly.  Migrants were both workers and consumers.  Social and cultural change to the 

Australian way of life was apparent by the 1980s and 1990s: in food and in eating out in cafes  

and restaurants; in liquor licensing laws; in the diversity of sports played; in the variety and the 

appreciation of all form of the arts; in religious composition.  Australia was a much more open and 

tolerant society, although there were still instances of racism and discrimination.  In New Zealand  

a similar pattern occurred, though restricted immigration was not changed until the 1980s.   

The New Zealand way of life was also shaped by the demands of Maori urbanization and the 

immigration of Pacific Islanders. 

 

[0 to 8 marks] there is little specific knowledge about immigration to Australia or New Zealand or 

understanding of the changes to the nature of the society that occurred in period 1945 to 2000.  

Answers may include unsubstantiated generalizations, inaccurate, anecdotal and irrelevant 

comments. 

 

[9 to 11 marks] responses may be mainly narrative or descriptive accounts of immigration to 

Australia or New Zealand in the period 1945 to 2000.  There may be some understanding of the 

impact immigration had on the nature of the society in Australia or New Zealand.  Answers may be 

unbalanced or have implicit or undeveloped arguments.   

 

[12 to 17 marks] there is explicit focus on both the extent of immigration to Australia or 

New Zealand and its impact on the nature of the society in the period 1945 to 2000.  The response 

should assess how far the society changed.  Essays may be detailed, balanced and analytical. 

 

[18 to 20 marks] essays at this level may have an extra dimension of insight into a wide range of 

cultural, social, economic and political factors that influenced the way immigration changed the 

nature of society in Australia or New Zealand.  Candidates may challenge the assumption in the 

question and discuss different interpretations. 
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16. To what extent was the dismissal of the Whitlam government in November 1975 justified?   

 

 Candidates may start by explaining the nature of the Whitlam Government and the issues involved: 

in 1972 the Australian Labor Party won government after 23 years in opposition on a wave of 

youthful idealism in response to the “It’s Time” campaign; those in jail for refusing to accept 

conscription were released, conscription was abolished and Australia withdrew troops from the 

Vietnam War; the Whitlam Government embarked on an era of rapid social reforms in health, 

education, equal opportunity, multiculturalism; these reforms required huge expenditure, but they 

came at a time when Australia was affected by the difficult world economic situation; Whitlam was 

re-elected in May 1974 with a smaller majority; in the Senate (the upper house) he did not have  

a majority; this government was beset by scandals; in May 1975 the Loans Affair involved  

Rex Connor, the Minister for Minerals and Energy trying to raise a $4000 million loan from 

Middle Eastern sources for Australia’s development.  In October Malcolm Fraser, the Leader of  

the Opposition, used the Senate to block supply for the budget.  This led to a crisis that lasted for 

several weeks and was finally resolved when the Governor General, Sir John Kerr, sacked Whitlam 

and appointed Fraser as the caretaker Prime Minister until an election in December; Fraser then 

campaigned for responsible economic management and won the election.  Candidates will need to 

address the constitutional issue raised by “The Dismissal” of whether Kerr, who had originally been 

appointed by Whitlam, was within his rights to sack the government.  He did it without consultation 

with the Queen whom he was supposed to represent.   

 

[0 to 8 marks] there is little specific or accurate knowledge about the Whitlam Government and its 

dismissal in 1975.  Answers may include unsubstantiated generalizations, inaccurate and irrelevant 

comments and strong opinions.  Undue emphasis may be placed on anecdotes such as Whitlam 

calling Fraser “Kerr’s cur”. 

 

[9 to 11 marks] responses at this level may be mainly narrative accounts of events in Australia 

under the Whitlam Government and/or descriptions of the dismissal of the Whitlam Government.  

Some understanding of the constitutional issue may be apparent, though responses may concentrate 

on the failures of the Whitlam Government and the supply issue.  Answers may be unbalanced or 

have implicit or undeveloped arguments. 

 

[12 to 17 marks] there is explicit focus on the issue raised in the question.  The response may be a 

balanced assessment of the failures of the Whitlam Government, the supply crisis and the 

constitutional issue raised by Kerr’s actions.  Essays may be detailed and analytical. 

 

[18 to 20 marks] essays at this level may have an extra dimension of insight into a wide range of 

political, cultural, economic and constitutional factors that influenced Kerr’s dismissal of the 

Whitlam Government.  Candidates may analyse different historians’ views. 
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17. Examine how the politics of one post-independence country in the region has been influenced 

by religious and ethnic differences in the second half of the twentieth century. 

 

 Candidates may choose any one post-independence country in the region.  Popular choices may  

be India, Pakistan or Indonesia.  With reference to the chosen country candidates may discuss the 

political tension that developed between the ideal of democratic institutions and the desire for 

strong government to prevent political divisions leading to partition and fragmentation.  Ethnic and 

religious minorities existed to a greater or lesser extent in all countries of the region and for each 

country they posed a problem with regard to developing a sense of national identity and unity.  

Strong centralized government, often with military backing, was seen as a means of imposing a 

national ideology and maintaining national unity.  Each country had its own particular issues, but 

the impact of rise of fundamentalism and terrorist groups may also be discussed.  Reward reasoned 

discussion based on historical evidence. 

 

[0 to 8 marks] there is little specific or accurate knowledge about the politics of one                   

post-independence country during the period.  Answers may include unsubstantiated 

generalizations, inaccurate, anecdotal and irrelevant comments.  Undue emphasis may be placed on 

the biographical details of a political, religious or ethnic leader’s life. 

 

[9 to 11 marks] responses at this level may be mainly narrative or descriptive accounts of the 

political events in one post-independence country during the period.  There is some understanding 

of the religious and/or ethnic differences within this country.  Responses may be unbalanced or 

have implicit or undeveloped arguments.  Answers that discuss in detail the politics of more than 

one country should not go higher than this mark range. 

 

[12 to 17 marks] there is explicit focus on the question.  Answers may assess both the influence of 

religious and/or ethnic differences and other factors on the politics of one post-independence 

country during the period.  Essays may be detailed, balanced and analytical. 

 

[18 to 20 marks] essays at this level may have an extra dimension of insight into a wide range of 

political, social, cultural, religious and economic factors that influenced the politics of one         

post-independence country during the period.  Candidates may analyse different historians’ views. 
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18. Discuss whether the Vietnam War (1961–1975 Second Indo-China War) was a nationalist 

struggle rather than a Cold War conflict.   

 

 Candidates may initially establish that the Vietnamese nationalist struggle began against the French 

and resulted in victory in the 1946–1954 First Indo-China War and then make comments to the 

effect that the Vietnam War (1961–1975 Second Indo-China War) developed from the 

unsatisfactory resolution of this conflict at the 1954 Geneva Conference.  The relevant points that 

may be considered: Ho Chi Minh’s declaration of independence 2 September 1945;  

President Truman ignored Ho’s letters and did not recognise the Democratic Republic of Vietnam;   

US viewed Ho Ch Minh as a communist threat in the light of the emerging Cold War tensions; 1947 

Truman Doctrine, policy of containment and later the domino theory; 1954 Geneva Conference split 

Vietnam at the seventeenth parallel; South Vietnam was proclaimed the Republic of Vietnam 

(RVN) in 1955 under Ngo Dinh Diem and the United States (US) began to provide military and 

economic aid; the elections promised for 1956 and the re-unification of the country did not happen 

because both Diem and the US feared a communist victory.  The regime in South Vietnam was 

unpopular: there was chaos and corruption; communist insurgencies from North Vietnam and in 

1960 Ho Chi Minh established the National Liberation Front (NLF) in South Vietnam; self-

immolation protests against the Diem government by Buddhist monks; US Central Intelligence 

Agency (CIA) was implicated in the assassination of Diem in 1963.  The 1964 Gulf of Tonkin 

Resolution legitimized the introduction of US troops and in 1965 US forces and their allies arrived 

in South Vietnam.  The USSR and China provided aid to North Vietnam and the Viet Cong.   

The widespread use of propaganda in North Vietnam depicted the war as both a nationalist and an 

ideological struggle. 

 

[0 to 8 marks] there is little specific and accurate knowledge about the nationalist struggle  

in Vietnam, the Vietnam War and the Cold War.  Answers may include unsubstantiated 

generalizations, inaccurate, anecdotal and irrelevant comments and strong opinions.   

Undue emphasis may be placed on the biographical details of Ho Chi Minh’s life. 

 

[9 to 11 marks] responses at this level may be mainly narrative or descriptive accounts of events in 

Vietnam in period 1954–1975.  Answers may be unbalanced or have implicit or undeveloped 

arguments.  Some understanding of the concept of a nationalist struggle may be apparent though 

responses may focus more on the Vietnam War and the Cold War.   

 

[12 to 17 marks] there is explicit focus on the issue raised in the question.  The response may be a 

balanced assessment of both the nationalist struggle and Cold War elements of the Vietnam War.  

Essays may be detailed and analytical. 

 

[18 to 20 marks] essays at this level may have an extra dimension of insight into a wide range  

of political, social, cultural, ideological, military and economic factors that influenced the 

Vietnam War.  Candidates may challenge the assumption in the question and discuss 

historians’ views. 
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19. Evaluate how successful Mao Zedong (Mao Tse-tung) and the Chinese Communist Party were 

in instituting a socialist state in the People’s Republic of China in the period 1949 to 1961.   

 

Candidates may attempt to define what they consider socialism to be and in particular socialism in 

the Chinese context.  This may involve a discussion of Mao Zedong’s (Mao Tse-tung’s) adaptation 

of Marxism to suit the Chinese situation: land redistribution, peasant participation, class struggle, 

the mass line, new democracy and the three-thirds system, Yan’an (Yenan) spirit, Maoist virtues, 

xiafang or downwards flow of Chinese Communist Party (CCP) workers and ideas to the people 

and xiaxiang or upwards flow of ideas and needs to the CCP, gender equality, right thinking, 

rectification, continuous revolution and Chinese nationalism.  The success of Mao Zedong  

(Mao Tse-tung) and the CCP in creating a socialist state in the period 1949 to 1961 may then be 

assessed in light of whichever definitions have been selected.  Events and policies that candidates 

may include are: Agrarian Reform 1950 and the “speak bitterness” sessions with the landlords;  

CCP organization and structure; Marriage Act 1950; Three and Five Antis campaigns 1952–1953; 

first Five Year Plan 1952–1957; Constitution 1954; Hundred Flowers Campaign 1956 and the Anti-

Rightist Campaign 1957; Great Leap Forward 1958; Sino-Soviet split 1959; Three Bitter Years and 

the Famine 1959–1961; Peng Dehuai’s (P’eng Te-huai’s) criticism of Mao and the Lushan 

Conference 1959. 

 

[0 to 8 marks] there is little specific or accurate knowledge about the People’s Republic of  

China (PRC), Mao Zedong (Mao Tse-tung) and the CCP in the period 1949 to 1961.  Answers may 

include unsubstantiated generalizations, inaccurate, anecdotal and irrelevant comments.   

Undue emphasis may be placed on the biographical details of Mao’s life. 

 

[9 to 11 marks] responses at this level may be narrative accounts of events and policies in the PRC 

in the period 1949 to 1961 or descriptions of people’s lives.  Some understanding of the concept  

of a socialist state is apparent.  Answers may be unbalanced or have implicit or undeveloped 

arguments.   

 

[12 to 17 marks] there is explicit focus on the question.  Answers are balanced in their discussion of 

both the events and the assessment of how successful Mao and the CCP were in creating a socialist 

state in the PRC in the period 1949 to 1961.  Some distinction may be made between the roles  

of Mao, the CCP and other leaders.  Essays may be detailed and analytical. 

 

[18 to 20 marks] essays at this level may have an extra dimension of a clear and detailed 

understanding of Maoist theory and insight into the range of political and economic factors that 

influenced the type of state created in the PRC.  Candidates may analyse different historians’ views. 
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20. Explain why relations between China and the US were hostile between 1949 and 1976. 

 

 With the advent of the People’s Republic of China (PRC) led by Mao Zedong (Mao Tse-tung)  

in 1949, relations between the US and China remained uneasy right up to the 1972 visit of 

President Nixon.  Candidates should stress the ideological differences between these two 

superpowers and talk about the United States’ support of Jiang Jieshi (Chiang Kai-shek) during the 

Civil War and its continued support of his government as the legitimate government of China  

(two Chinas Policy).  Both countries participated in the Korean War (on opposite sides) and China 

supported liberation movements in Asia (Vietnam) and became a nuclear power.  The United States 

supported Japan over this period while trade with China was restricted.  The Taiwan and nuclear 

issues were a thorn in their relationship.  Candidates will probably take the relationship up to the 

recognition by the US of the PRC and their entry into the United Nations.  Candidates may indicate 

that not all tensions were resolved.   

 

[0 to 8 marks] there is little knowledge or understanding of relations between China and the 

United States between the key dates in the question. 

 

[9 to 11 marks] there is some knowledge and understanding of relations between China and the 

United States between the key dates.  Accounts may be unbalanced or have implicit or undeveloped 

arguments. 

 

[12 to 17 marks] there is clear analysis of relations between China and the United States and an 

explicit focus on the question.   

 

[18 to 20 marks] an extra dimension such as insight into the many factors which impacted their 

relationship and for fully analytical and relevant answers with detail, insight, perceptive comments 

and perhaps different interpretations. 
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21. To what extent was the role of the state a key factor in determining the success of the 

economic miracle in any one country of the region in the second half of the twentieth century? 

 

 Candidates should identify the “role of the state” to mean the degree of government control, input 

or interference in economic measures in the country of their choice.  The role of the state could also 

impact social factors in this context.  In both communist and capitalist states in the Asian region, 

governments have intervened more heavily in the management of their economies than most of their 

counterparts in the West.  Candidates can choose any country in the region and their choice will 

determine the extent and success of the economic advance.  Popular choices will probably be Japan, 

South Korea, Taiwan and Singapore with China, Vietnam and Malaysia as possible choices too.  

The success of government intervention has been the subject of much debate in that it challenges 

traditional free market assumptions.  Capitalist systems generally share the characteristics of private 

ownership of property and the means of production and the encouragement of private enterprise to 

respond to market forces.  But there is considerable variation amongst these systems over the nature 

and degree of state intervention.  Japan will be a popular choice as it has dominated the 

Pacific Asian economy and the role of the state has been significant in determining the success of 

economic advance.  South Korea too has exercised heavy control of its economy.  Other factors 

apart from the state should be indicated, including outside forces such as a steady expansion of 

world trade, the ease of access to foreign markets, the role and influence of the American market 

and cultural traditions such as Confucian values, which may have favoured labour discipline, the 

postponement of personal gratification for the national good and the reliance upon family, clan and 

community support systems, all of which may play a role in promoting economic development.  

Award credit for reasoned discussion based upon historical evidence. 

 

[0 to 8 marks] there is little specific knowledge of the role of the state or of economic issues in one 

country in the period required. 

 

[9 to 11 marks] there is some description of the role of the state and economic issues in one country 

Analysis may not be well developed but some indication is present about the role of the state as a 

factor and possibly other factors too. 

 

[12 to 17 marks] analysis is developed and there is some indication about the role of the state as a 

factor and possibly other factors too.  A clear attempt to address “to what extent” must be contained 

in the answer and at the upper end, some indication of other possible factors. 

 

[18 to 20 marks] there may be insight into the role of the state in determining the extent of the 

economic success as well as some indication of other possible factors and possible different 

interpretations. 
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22. Discuss the importance of globalization in the economic development of Japan in the second 

half of the twentieth century.   

 

 Globalization is a term that came into popular usage in the 1980s to describe the increased 

movement of people, knowledge, ideas, goods and money across national borders, which has led to 

increasing interconnectedness among the world’s populations.  It is the tendency for markets to 

become global rather than national, as barriers to international trade (e.g. tariffs) are reduced and 

international transport and communications improve, and the tendency for large multinational 

companies to grow to service global markets.  Candidates should offer some definition or show 

understanding of the term in the context of the question.   

 

 Japan is a special case and globalization has played a key role in its development.  After the war, 

Japan’s major trading partner was the US in the early stages of its international trade.  With the 

advantageous tariff and quota Japan faced after the Second World War, Japanese imports flooded 

into the US.  To maintain its price advantage with the West, Japan moved production facilities to 

other Asian countries as costs rose domestically in the latter part of the twentieth century.   

Since Japan was already comfortable with moving raw material to its own shore and adding value to 

it before shipping to Western markets, it was a relatively easy transition to move production 

facilities to other Asian countries with lower costs.  Japan effectively expanded its available labour 

force to include those of other Asian countries as well.  Japan has diversified economic production 

to sell Japanese products for foreign markets, ranging from children’s toys to electronics  

and automobiles.  Candidates need to discuss the development of Japan in the context of 

globalization and assess how far it has played a key role.   

 

[0 to 8 marks] there is little specific knowledge of globalization and the role it has played in the 

development of Japan. 

 

[9 to 11 marks] there is some basic recognition of the term “globalization” and some details of 

Japan’s economic development. 

 

[12 to 17 marks] there is recognition of the term “globalization” and its role in the development  

of Japan.  At the upper end, a clear indication as to how far this has played a key role in Japan’s 

development. 

 

[18 to 20 marks] detailed and accurate knowledge of globalization and its importance in Japan’s 

development, together with insight, perceptive comments and perhaps different interpretations, 

which address all aspects of the question. 
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23. Compare and contrast the extent to which social structures changed in two countries in the 

region between 1945 and 2000.   

  

 Social structures refer to the distinctive, stable arrangement of institutions whereby human beings in 

a society interact and live together.  Social structure is often treated together with the concept of 

social change, which deals with the forces that change the social structure and the organization  

of society.  This could be taken with regard to the position of women in society in any two countries 

of the region.  Candidates could refer to social movement and to issues of population and migration 

within two countries.  Education, literacy, poverty and any or all of these factors could be  

dealt with.  Changes may impact the economy and the political structure but with attention 

primarily paid to social structures and internal consequences for two countries.  Any countries may 

be chosen in the region after the Second World War with some of the major players in the region 

probably being popular choices.  The question could be interpreted in a broader sense, so reward 

initiative and reasoned discussion based on historical evidence. 

 

[0 to 8 marks] there is little specific knowledge and inadequate general answers, or vague, 

inaccurate and irrelevant descriptions or accounts prior to the Second World War. 

 

[9 to 11 marks] these are mainly narrative or descriptive answers and contain general descriptions 

of social structures in two countries with few specifics on how social structures have changed. 

 

[12 to 17 marks] there is balanced, structured analysis of the changes and a clear understanding of  

“to what extent” the social structures have changed in two countries in the period specified. 

 

[18 to 20 marks] these are analytical, well-focused, and balanced answers, which deal with the 

changing social structures within the timeframe given and the impact on the countries in question 

and perhaps the region at large. 

 

N.B.  If only one country is discussed maximum of [7 marks].  

http://www.britannica.com/eb/article-9068438/social-change
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24. From your study of one country in the region discuss the extent to which sport has become 

closely linked to national identity and big business between 1945 and 2000.   

 

 Any country in the region after the Second World War may be chosen.  Candidates may tackle this 

question in a thematic way with examples from a range of sports.  Others may choose to use 

specific case studies.  Reward initiative and reasoned discussion based on historical evidence.   

The issue of national identity will need to be addressed and the other issues that may be  

discussed include:  the change from amateur to professional sport; the corporate nature of sporting 

clubs in the late twentieth century; the development of national leagues; big spectator events; sport 

tourism; international sporting events; politics and sport; national institutes of sport for training 

purposes; drugs in sport; the role of the media in sport.  Some of the historical events that may be 

discussed include: the Olympic Movement and the Cold War – 1956 Melbourne, 1980 Moscow and 

1984 Los Angeles Olympics; changes in the 1970s to international cricket with the advent of one 

day matches; soccer and the Cold War; the Asian games; the 1971 Springbok rugby tour  

of Australia. 

 

[0 to 8 marks] there is little specific or accurate knowledge about national identity, big business and 

sport in one country in the period 1945 to 2000.  Answers may include unsubstantiated 

generalizations, inaccurate, anecdotal and irrelevant comments. 

 

[9 to 11 marks] responses at this level may be mainly narrative or descriptive accounts of national 

identity, big business and sport in one country in the period 1945 to 2000.  Answers may be 

unbalanced or have implicit or undeveloped arguments.   

 

[12 to 17 marks] there is explicit focus on the question.  Sport and its links to national identity  

and big business in one country in the period 1945 to 2000 is analysed in a balanced and 

informative manner.   Essays should be detailed and specific. 

 

[18 to 20 marks] essays at this level may have an extra dimension of insight into a wide range of 

political, social, cultural and economic factors have influenced sport in one country in the period 

1945 to 2000.  Candidates may challenge the assertion in the question and discuss different 

interpretations. 

 

 

  




